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Abstract 
In this paper, on the basis of the results of Ishihara et al. (1997), we first discuss global convergence theorems for 
the improved SOR-Newton and block SOR-Newton methods with orderings applied to a system of mildly nonlinear 
equations, which includes as a special case the discretized version of the Dirichlet problem, for the equation EAU + 
p(n)ux + q( y)u, = f(x, y, u), where f is continuously differentiable and h(x, y, u) > 0. Moreover, we propose a practical 
choice of the multiple relaxation parameters {wi} for them. Numerical examples are also given. @ 1999 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, Ishihara et al. [lo] (See also Brewster and Kannan [2, 31) established local and global 
convergence theorems for the SOR-Newton method applied to a system of mildly nonlinear equations 
F(z) =A2 + cp(z) = 0, (1) 
where A is an n x n real symmetric positive-definite matrix, z = (z1,z2,. . . ,z,)~ E R”, q(z) = 
(cpl(zl)~...~cpn(zn)), and each (pi is continuously differentiable and satisfies 0 < cpj(t) < M for 
--oo < t < 00. Such a system arises from the usual discretization of the Dirichlet problem for the 
equation Au = f(u) where f is continuously differentiable and f’ 3 0. 
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In this paper, we consider the case where A is ‘not necessarily symmetric’ tridiagonal or block 
tridiagonal. First, in Section 2, as direct corollaries of the results established in [lo], we state some 
convergence results for the improved SOR-Newton method with orderings (also called an Ad-Hoc 
SOR-Newton method or a local SOR-Newton method in Ehrlich [6, 71 and [lo]) applied to (1) with 
a tridiagonal matrix A. Considering the adaptive iteration, the convergent region for the improved 
SOR-Newton method is a little extended. Next, in Section 3, we propose a practical choice of 
the multiple relaxation parameters (~0~) corresponding to orderings. Furthermore, in Section 4, the 
results obtained in previous sections are extended to the case where A is block tridiagonal. It is also 
shown that the results are applicable to the convectiondiffusion equation (cf. Bank [ 11) 
Eh + P(X)% + dY)U, = l-(x, Y, u>* 
Finally, numerical examples are given in Section 5. 
2. Improved SOR-Newton method with orderings 
In the mildly nonlinear equation (1) we assume that A is not necessarily symmetric and -Mi 6 
q:(t) < Mi, t E (- co, cc), for some constant Mi 2 0, 1 < i < n. Furthermore, we assume that for 
A4 = diag(M1, M2, . . . , A&), A’ = A - M is positive definite in the sense that x~A’x > 0 for every real 
nonzero vector X. We put F(z) = (F,(z),Fz(z), . . . ,F,(z))T. 
Note that in this case A =A’ + A4 is positive definite and 
Pi+~~(t)>O, 1 di<n, 
where diag(p,,p2,..., p,,) is the diagonal part of the matrix A. 
As is well known, if A is symmetric positive definite and cp is diagonal and isotone, then there 
is a unique solution f of F(z) = 0 (see 4.4.1 in Ortega-Rheinboldt [ 141). 
Lemma 2.1. Under the above assumptions, let Q be an n x n permutation matrix, Z= QZ = (21, 
52 ,...,K7)T, A= QAQ’ and Cp(Z) = Qq(Q’5) = (Cp,(Z,), $,(ZI), . . . , @,(.T,))T. Then 
AZ + (j(Z) = 0, 
where for FE (--oo,~), G,(t) is continuously d@erentiable, and -A?i d @i(f) < Mi, 1 d i d n. 
ti=diag(A?,,M2,...,A?,)=QMQT and A- - II? is also positive dejinite. 
In practical computations, the orderings are very important (see [ 11, 131). However, for simplicity, 
we only describe the case of natural ordering, since we can easily apply the results to the cases of 
special orderings by Lemma 2.1. 
The adaptive iterative method with natural ordering is defined by 
Z!M+l) =Z<m) _ (m) 
I I ai ~i(p+‘)), i= 1,2,..., n, m=0,1,2 ,..., (2) 
where z(O) = (z\‘),z~), . . . ,z:‘))~ is a starting vector, z(“,O) = (z~“),z~), . . . ,z?))~, z("'i-') = (,z\'~+'), . . . , 
z;y),zw 
I z(~))~, 1 < i < n and z(*+') =z("',"). >"'> n 
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Note that if we put Fj,(z) = aE(z)/aZi and 
Jm) - oi ai 
1 
- F&(m,i-1)) = pi + q;(p)’ 
i= 1,2,..., n, m=0,1,2 ,..., 
in (2), then method (2) reduces to the improved SOR-Newton method with natural ordering. 
From Theorem 3.3 in [lo], we have: 
Theorem 2.1. In addition to the above assumptions, we assume the symmetric property for A and 
put A = D - L - LT where D = diag( p,, p2,. . . , pn) and L is a strictly lower triangular matrix. 
Then the improved SOR-Newton method with orderings converges to i for any z(O) E IF!” and 
any oiE(O,o:), i= 1,2 ,..., n where 
co; = ,,h( pi - hfi) = 
2(Pi -M) . 
pi +Mi 9 l= LT...,n. 
The following result follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 3.2 or Theorem 3.3 in [lo]. 
Lemma 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, the improved SOR-Newton method with 
natural ordering 
p+l) =,(d 
I I - OJi 
F):(Z(mq i= 1  2  
~l,i(zh-l))’ ’ 
,..., n, m=0,1,2 ,... 
converges to i for any z co) E UP provided that for some E > 0, we have , 
E<O. < ‘(Pi + CpKZl”‘)) _ E . 
I. 
pi+jq 7 z=L&...,n 
for all s@ciently large m. 
From Lemma 2.2, we have a global convergence theorem to (2): 
Theorem 2.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.2, iterative method (2) converges to i for any 
z(O) E [w”, provided at least one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) for some E > 0, we have 
for all suficiently large m. 
(b) ~lj~)= Oli E (0, c$), 1 < i < n, m 2 0. 
Remark 2.1. Under the consideration of adaptive iteration (2), the convergent region of Theorem 2.1 
is a little extended to that of Theorem 2.2. This is important for a practical choice of the parameters 
CC!~) which are contained in the convergent region of adaptive iteration (2) (see Theorems 3.1, 3.2 
and 4.3). 
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Up to now, we have assumed that A is symmetric. However, our argument can be applied to a 
symmetrizable matrix A. To show this, let A = [-li, pi, -ui], 1 <i Gn where lo = u, = 0 be an n x n 
nonsymmetric tridiagonal matrix such that liui > 0 for each i. 
Then it is well known that there is a nonsingular diagonal matrix fi such that BAD-’ is symmetric. 
We then have: 
Lemma 2.3 (cf. Theorem 3.1 in [12]). Under the above assumptions, if pi>Mi, i = 1,2,. . . ,n and 
o<4(~i+l~i/((pi+l-~+I)(pi-~)))~os2~/(n+1)<l,_i=1,2,..., n - 1, then there is a nonsingular 
diagonal matrix L? = diag(d”, , d;, . . . , d,) such thatA = DAD-’ is a symmetric matrix and A’ = A-M 
is positive definite. 
Put z=D-‘& 2=(Z,,z”* , . . . ,Z”,)T and e(i) =&(D-‘2) = (@,(Z,), &(&),. . . ,_@,(Z”n))T. 
Then, (1) is equivalent to F(t) =A2 + e(Z) = 0, where zi = $*Zi, @i(:i) = dicpi(&‘z”i), and for 
t E (--00, CCI), each Gi(t) is continuously dzjferentiable and -Mi <$(t)=(~~(&~~t)<Mi~ i= 1,2,. . .,n. 
A - M is positive dejinite, so that Lemma 2.2 is applicable to F(f) = 0. 
Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3, it is easy to see that the adaptive iterative method with 
natural ordering 
-(m+l) 
zi 
=$m) _ cl!m)pi(z(w-l)) 
I 1 > i=1,2,..., n, m=0,1,2 ,... 
is equivalent to 
Z!m+l) 
1 
= z!“’ _ a!m$‘(z(m.i- I’) 
I I 3 i= 1,2,..., n, m=0,1,2 ,... . 
If F(z) = AZ + q(z) and A = [-li, pi, -ui], then the adaptive iterative method with orderings is as 
follows: 
Z<m+‘) 
1 
=z!m) - 
I 
Cl~m){-liz~~~‘) + pizjrn) - uiz!Ti + qi(~$~))}, i = 1,2,. . . , k - 1 
Z!m+‘) = z!“’ _ 
I I 
@.j"){-llZj"] + piZim) - UiZ~+"~" + qi(ZJm))}, i=n,n - l,...,k+ 1 
(m+l) = Cm) _ ($4 
‘k ‘k 
(m) k {-l!&-;‘) + PkZk - ukzk+l (m+‘) + (pk($))}, 
(m+l) 
ZO =?I+1 - (ml -0, m=0,1,2 )...) where k, 1 < k < n is fixed. 
Similarly, the improved SOR-Newton method 
- -(q-l) 
$m+l) =Z(“’ _ (/i@ ) 
I I ‘jTii(ii(Z(m,i--l))’ 
i= 1,2,..., n, m=0,1,2 ,... 
applied to F(z”) = 0 is equivalent to 
(4) 
Z!m+l) =Z<m) E(z 
(m,i- I) 1 . 
I t - Oi Ei(z( m,i-1) >’ z=LT..., 
n, m=0,1,2 ,... . 
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Then the improved SOR-Newton method with orderings is as follows: 
Z!m+l) 
I 
= Z(m) 
I - co; 
pi + Cpj(Zi”‘) 9 
i = 1  2,. . . , k _ 1  
3 
Z(m+ I 1 = z(“’ 
I I 
_ o, { -liZ!_“i + piZjm) - *;Z,‘+~” + (p;(Z!m))} 
I 
pi + Cpj(Zi”‘) 
> i=n,n - l,...,k+ I 
Cm) 
z(_“+‘) = ,b) _ ok { - lkzj?;‘) + p,$k - &zg’) + (p&f+)} 
x k 
Pk + ddz?‘) 
, 
& Zo (m+‘)=z$)l ~0, m=O 1,2 > ,***> where k is again fixed. 
(5) 
We then have from Theorem 2.5 in [12], Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, the following global convergence 
theorem for a special class of nonsymmetric tridiagonal matrices. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 2.3 hold. Then 
(i) the adaptive iterative method (4) with orderings converges to i for any z(O) E R” and any 
al”’ E (0, c$), i = 1,2,. . . , n, m = 0, 1,2,. . . where $ = 2/(pi + Mi), i = 1,2,. . . , n, provided that the 
condition (a) or (b) in Theorem 2.2 holds. 
(ii) the improved SOR-Newton method (5) with orderings converges to f for any z(O) E R” and 
any ~iE(O,~~), i=1,2 ,..., n where 
co; = @(pi - A&) = 2(Pi -Mi) . pi +Mi , I= LL...,n. 
3. A practical choice of the multiple relaxation parameters 
In this section, we propose a practical choice of the parameters al”’ E (0, c$) and co; E (0, OF), 
1 d i <n (cf. Brewster and Kannan [4, 51). 
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, for 1 d k < n, we put 0; = ai(pi -Mi) and 
a,‘“’ = oi/(pi + q((z,‘“‘)), 1 d i ,< n, m = 0, 1,2,. . . , where 
Case Ik ai = 
1 
Pi _ u;cli+,~;+,’ z=n9n - L***, k+ 1, 
1 
ak = I
1 
a; = 
p; - l;a;_[U;-1’ 
i= 1,2 ,..., k - 1, 
pk - lkak-IUk--I - Ukak+llk+l 
where 1, = u, = 0. 
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Assume that 0 <4yi < 1, 2 < i f n - 1 and i #k where 
yi= / 
1$-l 
(p; _&f;)(pi_j +Mi_,)’ z=2,3T.**,k - l 
(l + 6k,n)liUi-l (1 + &,l)w~!+l 
2(Pi -M)(Pi-1 +M-1) + 2(pi -“i)(pi+l +M+l)’ 
i=k 
I uilifl (pi -Mi)(pi+, +Mi+,)’ i=k+Lk+L--*3n- 1. 
Then, we have ai E (0, c$) and hence Coi E (0, co!) and rxjrn) E (0, a,“), i = 1,2,. . . ,n. 
Proof. Let us consider Case I,. Then, by assumptions, we have pi - Mi > 0, 1 < i < n and 
Next, assume that 
qE(O,c$), j=1,2 ,..., i<n-1. 
Since ai < 2/( pi + A4i) and 
li+laiui<2Yi+l(Pi+l -Mi+l) d i(Pi+1 -M,+I), 
we have 
O<cCi+l = 
1 1 2 
Pi+l - li+lcciui < pi+1 - i(pl+l - Mi+l) = pi+1 + Mi+! =“+‘. 
Thus, by induction, we obtain Ctj E (0, c$), j = 1,2,. . . , n. 
The remaining cases are also proved similarly. ??
Note that for an n x n tridiagonal matrix A = [-li, pi,-Ui] and A4 = diag(Mi,&,. . .,A$,), if 
0 <4( Ii/(pi-M;))(ui_~/(pi_~ -&!_I)) < 1, 2 6 i < n, then A-M is positive definite, and 0 <4yi < 1, 
2<ifn-1, i#k. 
In Theorem 3.1, the selection of Cci in Case Ik was given in [l 11. For linear cases, this selection 
satisfies that the spectral radius of the corresponding iterative matrix is 0, and for the nonsymmetric 
matrices, it converges with fewer iterations. 
Corresponding to Theorem 2.2, we have the following theorem: 
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Theorem 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, for 1 < k < n and m = 0, 1,2,. . . , we put 
PI (*) = p, + cpi(zj”‘) and $” as follows: 
a’“’ - 1 
’ - Cm) 
i= 1,2 ,..., k - 1, 
P, - l!iCCjT”‘, Ui- 1’
CI!m) - 1 
I - py - u.gq. ’ 
i=n,n- l,..., k+ 1, 
1 Ifl r+l 
Cm) _ 1 
a, - py’ _ I&$_, - u.cL I g:lk+l 
where 1, = u, = 0. 
Assume that 0 < 4~:“’ <l, 2<i<n-1, m=0,1,2 ,... andi#k where 
l;Ui-1 
(pj”’ _Mi)(Pi”‘, +Mi_,)’ z=233y...y 
k-l 
yi”’ = I (1 + d,k,n)liUi- I + (1 + dk,l)Kli+l 2( pj”’ - Mi)(pjr”‘, + A4i_1) 2(pj”’ - M)(Pl+“/ + lM,+i 1’ i=k 
I Uili+l (py?7’_~i)(pj,“~+~i+,)’ z=k+1Tk+2y.**,n-1* 
Then, we have cairn) E (0, cc,“), i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
Note that the convergent region of a!“’ in Theorem 3.1 is a little extended to that of Theorem 3.2 
but we need more computations of al”’ in Theorem 3.2 for each iteration. 
Example 3.1. We consider the mildly nonlinear two-point boundary value problem: 
{ 
--Eu”(x) - a(x)u’(x) + f(x, u) = 0, 0 <x < 1, 
40) = Yo, u(l)=YI, 
where E is a parameter in (O,l], the functions a and f are of C’ class and are independent of E 
and 0 ,< c(x) < f,(x, u) d C(x). 
Let n be a positive integer and h = l/(n + 1) be the uniform mesh width. The nodes in [O,l] are 
xi=ih, i=O,1.2 ,..., n + 1. Then, we have discretized mildly nonlinear equations 
i 
-liZi_ 1 + PiZj - UiZj+I + ‘pi(Zi) = 0, 1 < i < n, 
20 = Yo, &+I = YI, 
where for ai =a(ih), qi(zi) = f(ih,zi), ci =c(ih) and Zi =C(ih), we put 
li=& + !((a;/ - Ui), pi=2& + h/ail + G(ci + C,), 
ui = E + t( [ai/ + ai) and qi(zi) = h’{fi(zi) - ~(cz; + C,)zi}. 
If we take natural ordering, then the above equation is written as 
F(z) = AZ + q(z) = 0, 
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where A = [-li, Pi, -ui] with lj, Ui >, 0, q(z) is diagonal and continuously differentiable and -(h2/2) 
(c; - c) < q;(t) < (h2/2)(Ei - c)* S ince Ii + Ui = Pi - (h’/2)(C; + Ci) < Pi, A’ =A - M = [-li, pi - 
(h2/2)(Ci - ci), -ui] is positive definite. 
4. Improved block SOR-Newton method with orderings 
The results obtained in previous sections can easily be extended to block iterative methods. 
Consider the following nonlinear equation: 
F(z) = AZ + cp(z> = 0, 
where A = [-Lj,Pj, -U,] is an n x n real block matrix, z = (~1, ~2,. . . , z,)~, zj = (zl,j,z2,j,. . . ,zq,j)T, 
and q(z) = (CPI(ZI ), dz2), . . . , R(z,>>~, cpj(zi>=(cpl,j(zl,j),(P2,j(Z2,j),...,(Pq,j(~q,i))~.We assume that 
for t E (-cm, cm), each qi,j(t) is real and continuously differentiable, -Mi,j < cpi,j(t) < Mi,j, for some 
constant Mi,j > 0, 1 < i < q, 1 < j < n. Furthermore, we assume that for A4 = diag(M(‘),M(*), . . . , 
Al(“)) and M(j) = diag(Ml,j,Ml,j, . . . ,Mq,j), A’ =A - A4 is an M x n positive definite matrix. We put 
P(z) = (Fl(Z),FZ(Z), . . * ,cdz))T. 
Then, the adaptive block iterative method with natural ordering is written in the following form: 
Zjm+‘) = Z;.m) + ,:,),ii,n+‘) - zi”“), @:.m’ = diag( c$? ,ctr], . . . , cc:] ) (6) 
zo 
(m+‘Lz~)l =-J ) j=1,2 )...) n, m=0,1,2 ,... . 
The above method varies the multiple relaxation parameters for not only each block but also each 
iteration. 
It is now easy to translate lemmas and theorems in Sections 2 and 3 to the results corresponding 
to (6). 
The following lemma corresponds to Lemma 2.2: 
Lemma 4.1. In addition to the above assumptions, assume that an n x n block matrix A is 
symmetric, where A= D - L - LT, D=diag(P,,P~,. . ., P,,) is an n x n block diagonal matrix and 
L is an n x n block strictly lower triangular matrix. 
Then, the ‘adaptive block SOR-Newton method’ with natural ordering 
Z)m+‘)=zjnl) - ~j’m’[~~~(Zcm’i-“)]-l[~j(Z’““j-“)], j= 1,2,...,n, m=0,1,2,..., 
where ?$“‘I = diag(w(,::), o:j, . . . , o:‘J), converges to i for any z(O) E [Wqxn, provided that for some 
EBO, we have 
for all m suficiently large where j is the minimum eigenvalue of Pj and A4j = maxlciGq Mi,j. 
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Proof. The proof of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 in [lo] works well in this case, too. 0 
Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.1, iterative method (6) converges to i for any 
$0) E [Wqxn 9 provided at least one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) for some E >O, we have 
E < 0$’ < ahi - e for all su#iciently large m, 
where j is the minimum eigenvalue of Pj and lli is any eigenvalue of Pi and CI,!~ z 2x/(1 + 
M,j) d 2ni/(Ai +M,,j), 1 < i d q, 1 <j < n. 
(b) a!,;‘= Cli,j E (0, c$~), 1 < i < q, 1 < j < n, m 2 0. 
For w’“’ = U)jZq where Zq is the q x q unit matrix, the improved block SOR-Newton method with J 
natural ordering is defined as follows (cf. [lo]): For a proper starting vector z(O) = (zi”, zr), . . . , zip)), 
i 
zjm+‘) = ~7) _ ~j[lc;‘(z(m.j-l))]-l~j(z(m,j-l)) 
Z(m,j-l) _ 
-(Zjm+‘),...,Zjm:‘),Zjm),...,Z~)), 1 <j <n (7) 
zo @+l)=Z$)I =O, m=0,1,2 ,... , 
We have a convergence theorem to (7). 
Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.1, the improved block SOR-Newton method (7) 
with natural ordering converges to the solution i for any z(O) E Wxn and any aj E (0, o.$) where 
C0; = 2(;i - Mj)/(X + Mj) < 2(1i - Mj)/(ili + Mj), j = 1,2,. . . , n, 1 is the minimum eigenvalue of 
Pi, Ai is any eigenvalue of Pj and Mj = maxIqigqn/ii,j. 
Now, we consider the special case where A = [-Li, Pj, -Uj] is an n x n ‘not necessarily symmetric’ 
block tridiagonal matrix and is decomposable to tridiagonal matrices by the q x q matrix P in 
Definition 4.1 (see Ishiwata and Muroya [ 121). 
Definition 4.1. An n x n block tridiagonal matrix A = [-Lj, Pi, -Uj] is decomposable to the tridiag- 
onal matices by the matrix P if there are rational expressions Lj(X), Pi(x), U,(x), j = 1,2,. . . , n such 
that Lj = L,(P), P =4(P), L.$ = U;.(P). 
In particular, A is strictly decomposable to the tridiagonal matrices by the matrix P if A 
is decomposable to the tridiagonal matrices by P and the Jordan normal form of P is diagonal. 
Then, for the above A and @:r’ = c$‘)Zq, iteration (6) is written as 
qZy+‘) =~~Z~“’ - ~~.“‘{-L,zI~~” + PjZy) - UjZiyi + Cpj(ZJ"')}> 
(m+l) _-z$‘l zo =o 7 j= 1,2 ,..., n, m=0,1,2 ,... . 
(8) 
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Iteration (7) is written as 
1 
zjm+‘) = Zi”’ - Oj[Pj + Cp~(~i”“)]-‘{-L,~~“:” + P,Zj*) - UjZj;‘/ + qj(ZJ”‘)}, 
(m+l) = 
20 z$! =O, j=1,2 ,..., n, m=0,1,2 ,... . 
We have two important lemmas. 
(9) 
Lemma 4.2. For the above n x n block tridiagonal matrix A = [-L,,P, -U,], let Lj = l!I,, Pj = P+ 
p;I’I, and Uj = $Iq where P= [--If, pp, -uf] is a q x q tridiagonal matrix. For a q x q block 
permutation matrii P = [Pi,j] where Pj,i = [pi’,] is an n x n matrix such that pi{ = 6, _$I 7 with 
(i - 1)n -j=(l- 1)q - - p k, ut P’AP=j. Then A= [-&,P’,, -ai] is a q x q block tridiagonal 
matrix such that 
Li = rfr,, P; = pXI, + [- li’, p;l’, -u;\‘], Di=Ufl,, 1 <j <n. 
The proof is evident from elementary computations. 
By the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [12] and Lemma 4.2, we have a basic lemma as follows: 
Lemma 4.3. Under the above assumptions, if Lj = lTIq, Pj = P+ p;“I,, P = [-l:, pr, -uf] is a q x q 
tridiagonal matrix and Uj = arTI,, then there is an nq x nq diagonal matrix b such that an n x n 
block tridiagonal matrix A= BAfi-’ = [-IZi,Pj, -ej] is symmetric where Lj = iTIq, P, =I? + $Iy, 
P =[-i?, p;, -q, oj = u”j’& iT+,=iiT, l<j<n-l,andk+,=iif,l<i<q-1. 
Put z=B-‘i, fi=diag(b,,bz ,..., d,), d,=diag(d”lSj,d;,j ,..., Jq,j), Z=(t1,22 ,..., Z,)T, ii = 
(Z”l,j,Z”2.j,...,~q,,)T, @(Z) = bq(E’i) = (@,(i, >, @2(i2), ..+,@,l(L>>’ 
(~2,,,),...,~q.j(~y,j))T. 
and ~i(Z,)=(~,.j(‘l,j),~,., 
Then, 
P(Z) E A$ + @j(Z) = 0, 
where zi,] = JcjZ,j, @,j(Z,i) = J;,jCpi,j(JL;i;,j), each @,,j(t) is continuously diflerentiable and 
-Mj < Cji,,j(t) = Cjli,j(ri;T,’ t) < Mj, 1 < i < 4, 1 < j < n. 
Proof. There are a q x q diagonal matrix D” = diag(df,d;, . . . ,d;) and an n x n diagonal matrix 
DY = diag(d{, dq’, . . . , d;) such that 
1-l 
d;‘=l, df= nJ=, i=2,3 ,..., q 
k=l 
and 
dl‘=l, d;=‘G Ja, j=2,3 ,..., n. 
k=l 
Let p* = [-lf, 0, -u;] and Py = [-ET, 0, -u,“] be q x q and n x n matrices, respectively. 
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Then by the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [ 121, a q x q matrix DXPX(DX)-l = E--t, 0, -u”,+] and an IE x IZ 
matrix D’P’(DJ’-’ = [-lT, 0, -$I are symmetric. For the n x n block diagonal matrix D” = diag(D”, 
D”, . . . , D”), the q x q block diagonal matrix DY = diag(DJ’, DJ’, . . . , DJ’) and the q x q block permuta- 
tion matrix P = [Pi,j] in Lemma 4.2, put d =PDJ’pTDx. Then D”A(D”)-’ = [-L,,D”P,(D”)-‘, -Ui] 
and hence pTDxA(D”)-‘P = [-L;,Pf, -U,F] is a q x q block tridiagonal matrix such that 
L; = ly,, p;” = [-I;“, p;, -t$] + p,“I,, Uf = iqIn 
are n x n matrices and 
D~PTDxA(D”)-‘P(D-“)-’ = [-L;,DL‘p!‘(D’)-‘, -u,;x]. 
Thus, an y1 x IZ block tridiagonal matrix a= fiAd_’ = [--ij,pj, - oj] is symmetric where 
ti = ?;I,, Pj=r? + p;Iq, P = [-5, pp, -u”,T] and tYi = $Iq. 
The remaining parts follow from Lemma 2.1. 0 
Next, let us consider the adaptive block iterative method with orderings as follows: 
’ P’Z’m+‘)=PjZ~y) - Ct~){-LjZ~.~~‘) +PjZ,im’ - UjZjy/ + Cpi(Zj”‘)}, j= 1,2,.._,k - 1, J J 
p.Z(m+” =piz;?) - 
I I CCi”‘{-LjZ~Y’[ +PjZy) - ~~Z~~:” + qj(.Zj”‘)}, j=TZ,n - l,...,k + 1, 
< (10) 
p&+‘) =p&) - a?‘{ -L,zK” + pizy) - UIZ!$” + cp~(z~‘)}, 
\ zo Cm+‘) = Z(M) = () n 3 m=0,1,2 )...) where i, 1 < k < n is fixed. 
Similarly, let us consider the improved block SOR-Newton method with orderings as follows: 
I 
zjm+” = Zy’ - Oj[pi + ~l(Zi”‘)]-‘{-LjZj”:l’ + PjZjm’ - UjZ)Tj + qj(Zj”“)}, 
j= 1,2 )...) It - 1, 
Z,j”‘+‘) = Zlm) - cOj[pj + Cp:(Zj”‘)]-’ {-Lji;l~;” + pjZ~ln) - U,Z~“:1 + cpj(Z,l”‘)}, 
< 
j=n,n- l)...) k+ 1, 
Zp+” = ZF’ - OS[Pi + (pk’(Z;))]-l{-L$~‘) + pLzr’ - Qz;F;‘) + qk(zy))}, 
k 
\ zo 
Cm+‘) = z;j, = 0 
3 m=0,1,2 ,..., where i, 1 < k < n is fixed. 
Now, we have the following global convergence theorem: 
(11) 
Theorem 4.3. Under the above assumptions of Lemma 4.3 for the minimum eigenvalue p of P 
and any eigenvalue ,ul of P, we have 
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(i) the adaptive block iterative method (10) with orderings converges to i for any z(O) E Wxn and 
any a?’ E (0, a;), j = 1,2,. . . , n, m = 0, 1,2,. . . , where 
w + Pi’> K%+ Pi’> 
O(:=(P+p;)+M, G (p;+p;)+Mj’ 1=1,2,*-.,n 
and the condition (a) or (b) in Theorem 4.1 holds. 
(ii) the improved block SOR-Newton method (11) with orderings converges to i for any z(O) E Wxn 
and any ~jE(O,~~)~ j=1,2 ,..., n, where 
O,“= (/l+pT)+Mj 
2{(P + P;;Y> - Mj} ~ 2{(/4 + p,‘) - Mj) 
(pi + p,‘)+Mj y j=lJT.4 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemmas 2.1, 4.3, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, and the fact that any block 
tridiagonal matrices possess “Property A”” in Young [15] (cf. Theorem 2.5 in [12]). 0 
Remark 4.1. Iterative method (10) with a,h d 01~ Cm) for some j, and iterative method (11) with 
0; d COj for some j, may not converge to i for some z(O) E Wxn. 
Next, for special orderings in (10) and (1 l), we propose a practical choice of the parameters IX?’ in 
(10) and Oj in ( 11) which satisfy r@’ E (0, c$ ) and U,j E (0, c$) where olj is defined in Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that the n x n nonsingular block tridiagonal matrix A = [-Lj,P, -uj] is 
strictly decomposable to the tridiagonal matrices by a q x q matrix P. Under the assumptions of 
Lemma 4.3 and for 1 d k < It, let 
U:“)=UjPj(p), and Oj = oCj{Pj(n) -A&j}, 1 < j < n, 
where 
I Uj = 1 4(p)- Lj(P>aj-luj-l(P) 2 j= 1,2,. ..,i - 1, 
Case 1: mj = I 1 pj(Pcl>- ~(Pbj+lLj+I(P) j=n,n- l,..., k+ 1, 
where n is the eigenvalue of P such that P,(p) is the minimum eigenvalue of Pj(P) and L,(p)= 
Wp) = 0. 
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Assumethat0<4yj<l, 2<j<n-landj#&where 
Lj(P) uj-I(PL) 
pi(P) - Mj pj-I(P) + Mj-1' 
j=2,3 ,...,i- 1, 
1+ 6&r , 
Yj = I 1 + h,n Lj(P) uj-l(Pu) 2 pi(P) - Mj pj-I(p) + Mj-1 + L qw Lj+l(P) 2 q(P) - Mj pj+l(P) + Mj+l ’ j=i?, 4(P) Lj+l(P> pi(P) -"jpj+l(P) +Mj+l' j=i+l,j;+2 ,..., n-l. 
Then, we have aj E (0, (2/(4(p) + Mj))) and hence 
uI’“‘E(O,O$) and UjE(O,Uj), j=1,2 ,..., n, ma0, 
where 
and w~=2{~(~)-~) j=l 2 
J pj(/l)+Mj ’ ’ 
n )...) . 
Proof. Let us consider Case I,*. Then, by assumptions, we have Pj(,U) - Mj >O, 1 < j < n and 
2 
O<a,=--- 
2 
2PI(P) <P,(P) +M, . 
Next, assume that 
OZjE (O.p(pf+lM,). j=1,2,..., i d n - 1. 
Since cli <2/(P&) + i’k&) and 
L;+l(~)~i~(~)<2Y,+l(P~+l(~) -M+1) G +Cpi+l(P) -M+l)3 
we have 
1 1 2 
O<clj+1 = 
Pj+r(/A) -Li+l(fi)&Q(/l) <P,+l(P> - i(pi+l(P) -M+I) =‘i+l(P) +M+l’ 
Thus, by induction, we obtain aj E (0,2/(4(p) + Mj)), j = 1,2,. . . ,n. 
The remaining cases are also proved similarly. ??
Remark 4.2. If 0 < 4yj < 1, j # i and 4yi 2 1, then we may need the modification as in Theo- 
rem 5.3 in [13]. 
Example 4.1. We consider the mildly nonlinear convection-diffusion equation in the unit square 
sz = [O, l] x [O, 11: 
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where E is a parameter in (O,l], the functions p(x), q(y) and f(x, y, u) are of C' class and are 
independent of E, and 0 d c(x, y) < fU(x, y, U) d C(X, Y). 
If we discretize the above equation, for example, by using an upwind difference approximation on 
auniformmeshwidthh=l/(n+l),thenodesxi=ih, i=O,1,2 ,..., n+l, yj=jh,j=0,1,2 ,..., n+l, 
then we obtain the discretized mildly nonlinear equations 
I -'izi-l,j - bjzi,j-l - cizi+l,j - djZi,j+l + (t; + ej)Zi,j + Cpi,j(Zi,j)=O, 1 d i, j < n, zO,.j = 90,,,9 zi,o = gi,o, ztf+l,j = Sn+I.,j, Z,,n+l = cIi,n+l, 
where for pi = p(ih), q,j = q(jh), cj = mh GiGn c(ih,jh), E, = maxI Gi+, C(ih,jh), fi,j = f(ih,jh, 
zi,j), and g;,j = g(ih,jh), we put 
Oi=‘+ $(lPil - Pi>, bj=E+ t([q,\ -q,j), t;=4&+hlpjJ, 
‘jZE + $<IPil + Pi>, dj=E + $(lqjl + qj), ej=hlqjl + !$(cj + cj), 
(Pi,.j(zi,j) =h2{Lfi.,j(Zi,j) - i<cj + Cj)zi.j}. 
If we take natural ordering, then the above equation is written as 
F(z) = AZ + q(z) = 0, 
where A = [-Lj, Pj, -Uj] with Lj = b,I,,, pj = P + ejI, and Uj = djIn such that P = [-ai, ti, -ci] is an 
n x IZ tridiagonal matrix and Z, is the n x it unit matrix, qi,j(t) is continuously differentiable and 
-(h2/2)(Zj-_j) < qi,j(t) < (h2/2)(Cj-cj). A’=A-M= [-L,,,Pi-(h2/2)(Ej-~j))I,, -Uj] is positive 
definite. 
5. Numerical examples 
In this section, we show results of some numerical experiments. For the sake of simplicity, 
in Examples 5.1, we specify the vector solution i = [?Yi], ii = 1, i = 1,2,. . . , n, the starting vec- 
tor z(O) = [z,“‘], ~1’) = 0, i = 1,2,. . . , n and e(“) = z@) - f = [ej”‘]. In Example 5.2, we also specify 
the vector solution i = (i1,?2,. . . ,2n)T, ij = [2i,j], a?i,j = 1, i = 1,2,. . . ,n, j = 1,2,. . . ,n, the starting 
vector z(O) = (zi”, zf’, . . . , z$‘))~, zi”’ = [z$$ zip,’ = 0, i = 1,2,. . . , n, j = 1,2,. . . , n and e@) = z@) - 
&=(e’,“‘,ey) ,..., er))T, e~‘=(e~~J,e~j’ ,..., e$j)T, j=1,2 ,..., IZ. 
In all examples, we iterate until we reach the first positive integer rTi such that each component 
of e(“) is less than the admissible error bound 6 = lo-* in magnitude. We refer to this fi as the 
number of iterations. 
Example 5.1. We consider the mildly nonlinear two-point boundary value problem: 
{ 
-u”(x) - a(x)u’(x) + f(u) = 0, 0 -cx < 1, 
4O)=yo, u(l)=Yl, 
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where a(x) = ctx, cc is a nonnegative constant and 
1 
3(U-l), 2421, 
f(u)= U3 - 1, Odu<l, 
-1, U d 0. 
Since the function f is of C’ class, 
f’(U) = L, 
i 
u> I, 
OdU<l, 
0, U<O 
and 0 d f’(u) < 3, we put c(x) 3 0 and Z(x) z 3. 
Then we obtain the discretized mildly nonlinear equations as mentioned in Example 3.1, where 
for h= l/(n + l), 
z; = 1 + &a;] - a;), Ui=l+~(]aj]+LZ,), p,=2+hlaj4+ih2, 
cpi(t) = h2(f(t) - it) and --i/z’ d cp:(t) d i/z”, -cc < t < cc. 
For the improved SOR-Newton method (5) with orderings and 1 < k d II, we choose oi, 1 < i < N 
as in Theorem 3.1. 
For several c( 2 0 and 1 < k < n, IZ = 99, let m(k; a) be the numbers of iterations. Then we obtain 
Fig. 1. Note that for any large n, we can obtain the similar result to Fig. 1. 
In this example, if a is large, then the nonsymmetry is strong, and hence the choice of the multiple 
relaxation parameters cl; in Theorem 3.1 is important and efficient as similar to the linear case. Fig. 
1 shows the importance to select k and orderings for each CI. If we use the multiple relaxation 
parameters M, at the optimal k and its corresponding good ordering (cf. Elman and Chemesky [8] 
and Han et al. [9]), then we know that method (5) converges with the minimal number of iterations. 
Example 5.2. We consider the following mildly nonlinear convection-diffusion equation in the unit 
square Q=[O,l]x[O,l]: 
C 
-du+f(u)=O, (X,Y)EQ, 
44 Y) = 0, Y ), (x, Y) E aQ, 
where /I > 0 and 
{ 
3/J(U - l), 24 > 1, 
f(u)= /3(U3 - l), 0 du < 1, 
-A u d 0. 
Since the function f is of C’ class, 
1 
38, u > 1, 
f’(u)= 3/?U2, 0 < 24 d 1, 
0, U,<O 
and 0 < f’(u) < 3/?, we put ~(x, y) = 0 and c(x, y) z 3/?. 
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Fig. 1. 
Table 1 
Improved block SOR-Newton method for several p 
k 
/3/n + 1 0.0 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 40 80 160 
50 82 82 82 82 82 80 16 13 12 66 55 43 34 
100 158 158 158 158 155 152 148 147 146 134 115 90 73 
150 230 230 230 230 226 223 217 219 220 202 173 136 110 
200 305 305 302 302 300 296 287 292 294 270 231 183 146 
250 375 375 375 375 372 369 356 365 368 337 289 230 184 
Then, we obtain the discretized mildly nonlinear equations as mentioned in Example 4.1, where 
ai=b;=ci=d;= 1, ti=4, ei=i/?h2 andforh=l/(n+l), qi,i(t)=h2(f(t)-it) and -iph2 d &(t) 
d $h2, -w<t<ccL 
To this difference equations, we choose the parameters in Theorem 4.4 and apply the improved 
block SOR-Newton method (7) with natural ordering. Let mBSN be the number of iterations of this 
method. Then for several j3 > 0, Table 1 is obtained. 
By Table 1, we see that for each IZ, mBSN is almost constant for 0 d p < 0.5, but for /? 2 1, mBSN 
is a decreasing function of /?. Note that if fl is large, then the diagonal elements of the coefficient 
matrix A in Example 4.1 become large. 
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